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Abstract- Objective: to evaluation the effect of different surface treatment on shear bond strength between composite increments to determine the most effective procedure that increase bond strength between composite increments Methods: four groups used in this study and each group consist of 20 blocks of composite. The block made at the same dimension: (3mm, 3mm, 2 mm) made from 3M Nano Hybrid Z 250XT. 1st group: include Oxygen polymerization inhibited samples. 2nd group: include sample that inhibit the formation of Oxygen polymerization inhibited layer by utilize strip. 3rd group: include the samples that uses3M one bottle self etch bond that contain silane. 4th group: include surface grinding of first composite increment by turbine diamond bur, each of these four groups composite from 20 block of composite. Using VALO Cordless curing light for composite increment curing. Results: the mean of bond strength for first group is 32.14 ± 1.148 Mpa, second group 30.75 ± 1.854 Mpa, third group 13.73 ± 1.301 Mpa and last group 19.67 ± 1.919 Mpa. The one way ANOVA (F-test) utilized to identify the significant differences between the four groups, L.S.D was apply to compare the differences of two groups as multiple comparison. The higher shear bond strength in group contain oxygen inhibiter layer and group use one bottle bond (saline) group, and lowest mean result of group that inhibit oxygen inhibiter layer formation and surface grinding groups. Conclusions: the shear bond strength between composite increment increase when there is oxygen inhibiter layer on the composite surface and also increase when used one bottle bond agent contain silane while the absence of oxygen inhibiter layer lower the bond strength between the increment when add another composite layer. also the rough surface gave better bond strength result compared to smooth surface.

Index Terms- Evaluation, effect, bond strength, composite increments

I. INTRODUCTION

The progressive using of composite restoration for anterior and posterior teeth has increased severely at this time the a application of composite restoration are either by the increment technique or bulk fill. The basis for using increment layering technique are:

1- Layering procedure are extensively documented as a major reason in the diminution the stress of polymerization shrinkage.  
2- The matching of the color for composite restoration with the natural color of the tooth obligate using a multiple composite shade that was helps in layering placement techniques to get an best color match for the normal tooth.  
3- For all types of cavity classes with conservative cavity preparation make tooth colored restoration is ideal option (Roulet et al., 2001).  
4- The majority of hybrid composites can just be cured to a depth of 2 mm, and for this reason layering procedure are necessary to fill the cavity.  

The layering procedure decrease C-factor of the configuration of the cavity and the failure of bonding to cavity wall following polymerization shrinkage. The highly possibility of porosity formation between the layers and the longer time taken by placing the increment make that as disadvantage. The dental restorative cosmetic work need be rapidly and simply bond to composite material. (Irfan Ahmad, 2013)

In this paper studying the composite-to-composite union by using layer technique of two composite increments to recognize causes influencing the composite-to-composite bond and evaluate the effect inhibiter layer by oxygen and the lack of inhibiter layer. the oxygen reaction with free radical carbon-based to create peroxy radicals, which is less reaction to dual bonds, the effectiveness of beginning of reaction is reduced, leading to significant delay of the polymerization. These unwanted reactions with oxygen take place at the layer facing air where the oxygen concentration is about 10^{-2} to 10^{-3} M. This cause the polymerization reaction delayed at the area directly facing air. (Andrzejewska, 2001)

The second group study the using of the 3M universal bond (one bottle technique), this system represent the seven generation in bond classification which characterize by join acid etch, prime, and bond agent in one bottle, this system first introduce in 2002. The ‘conventional’ dentine adhesives systems apply acid etch or bonding agent or prime separately which all this must be done before insertion the filling material in to the cavity, this multiple steps increase the possibility for contamination by blood or saliva which have unfavorable outcome on the restoration bonding. (Abdalla Aet.al, 1998)(Asmussen E et.al,2001)( Sano H et.al 1998).

To defeat this challenges, many manufacture reach to collect the bond, etch and prime in one bottle to be apply in one step procedure and this will reduce the possibility of failure of bonding procedure. (MF Burrow, MJ Tyas 2003)
Silane agent are coupling agent which composed of bifunctional particle, one of these particle react with different kinds of inorganic material ex: glass and silica. at the same time as the other molecule react to several kinds of organic materials which increase the cause for using silane agent in composite defect or fracture repair (Sattabanasuk V, et.al 2004)

Also the effect of surface roughness on composite repair was study by utilize a diamond type bur to make the superficial facing layer of the composite coarse before place the second increment layer, where the last group in this study the using colloid strip to cover first layer of composite during curing to avoid the construction of the polymerization inhibition layer.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this paper the comparison done between 4 group each group twenty block of composite which standardized to as the same dimension which is the length is 3mm, the width is 3mm, and block thickness is 2mm, each blocks construct according to group creation procedure condition.

Mold creation:

Starting by preparing block of sticky type wax at which is the length is 3mm, the width is 3mm, and block thickness is 2mm which show in figure one.

![Figure (1) sticky type wax block](image1.png)

Figure (1) sticky type wax block

The dimension of the block of sticky type wax measured by digital vernier (total TMT322001) which shown in figure two to fit the dimension which is the length is 3mm, the width is 3mm, and block thickness is 2mm.

![Figure (2) digital vernier measure the block dimension](image2.png)

Figure (2) digital vernier measure the block dimension
This block of wax positioned on the table and by using a heavy body impression material, c-silicone impression material made first mold surrounding the block of wax which appear in figure three. After the final set of the heavy body material the block of wax was removed and now the mold is complete to use in production initial layer of composite blocks.

![Figure (3) the block of wax surrounded by heavy body impression material](image)

The first mold that construct of heavy body is bordered by layer of heavy body material to create another mold of a heavy body that are larger than first mold and the first constructed mold fit in it and have the same dimension represented by opening in the center to create the second composite layer of a composite block which is appropriate fit to first created layer of composite show in figure four.

![Figure (4) the heavy body molds constructed for block of composite](image)

The composite utilize in this study was 3 M Nano Hybrid Z250XT and the shade that selected was B2 which shown in figure five. Ash number 6 utilized for the applying the first layer of the composite into the costructed mold which appear in figure six.

![Figure (5) 3M composite](image)
Figure (6) applying composite material using Ash number 6

The VALO Cordless curing light was used in this study which has many wavelength range from 395 to 480nm for 10 Sec. which used to made total set of first layer of composite block that prepared according to group production procedure.

The groups now are divide according to preparation procedure into:

The First group: which is contain Oxygen inhibited polymerization layer samples which is 20 block of composite are constructed by placing the first layer of composite in the heavy body mold, then using ash number 6 to adapted composite surface without put anything on the surface of blocks of the composite before curing for 10 Sec shown in figure seven. Then, the next layer composite apply and cured for 10 Sec in figure eight.

Figure (7) The first composite layer
The second group: in this group prevent the formation of Oxygen–polymerization inhibited layer. This group consists of 20 blocks of composite which are prepared by putting the first layer in the constructed mold, then composite adapted by ash 6 after that the celluloid strip placed on the surface of composite block before doing curing for 10 Sec which appear in figure nine. Then the second composite layer applies and cured for 10 Sec.

Third group: in which include using all in one adhesive system (self etching 3M single universal bond adhesive which is contained silane) after the first composite layer placed in the mold and cured then 3M ESPE single bond placed to the outer layer of the cured composite and cured for twenty Sec shown in figure (10) Then, the composite second layer applied and cured for 10 Sec.
The four group: in which roughening outer surface of composite specimens done (20 blocks): in this group blocks are prepared by placing the first composite layer in the heavy body mold, then adapted by ash 6 then no strip was used. After curing the outer surface of the cured composite is grinned by using turbine diamond fissure bur which shown in figure (11) to produce rough outer surface of each specimen for 10s at highly speed with water spray cooling shown in figure (11). Then, a second composite layer applied and cure for ten Seconds.

The light used in curing is Light Emitting Diode (LED) Cordless VALO curing device shown in figure 12 with different wavelength rangs from 395 to 480nm which give high intensity power for composite layer polymerization. The composite 3M cure at 400 to 500nm wave length, in which time need 10 sec to produce complecture.

After complet preparing of the blocks, do calculation for the force of union of the two increments of composite, because incremental techniques are identify as a main factor in the decrease of shrinkage stresses.

Then the test of shear bond strength was apply to achieve mechanical trials which calculated by dividing the applied force during measurement to the surface area and expresse in Mega Pascal (Mpa), while using stereo- and scanned by electron microscopy (SEM) which produce the mean result that help to evaluate development in failure patterns.
Figure (13) completely cured four groups of composite block

The test of Shear bond strength:

Each one of the samples include 2 composite increments which is union together was placed and secured by tighten the prasser which close to a base of acrylic that the composite block embedded in it, in the Universal testing machine fixed part, with a ppling load cell of 5N, while the other composite side of block aligned with the upper testing machine movable compartment load axis.

Figure (14) A- specimen in machine. B- testing machine

The tensile force with shear load put on at the crosshead which at speed of 0.5 mm/min using the test machine appear in figure 14, sequentially to create a shearing force that produce the debonding of 2 composite increments by the slow speed of the crosshead was applied. The load produce the debonding was show in Newton and the data recorded by using computer software which presented in figure (15). To produce the bond strength in MPa the load cause the failure in Newton was divide by the block bond area in mm². The results were collect, put into a tables then statistically analyzed.

Figure (15) data that recorded in computer
III. RESULTS

The result of measuring shear bond strength of each sample of the four study groups show in the table (1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contain layer</th>
<th>oxygen inhibitor</th>
<th>One bottle bond (saline)</th>
<th>Inhibit layer</th>
<th>oxygen inhibitor</th>
<th>Surface grinding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32.24</td>
<td>32.20</td>
<td>13.31</td>
<td>17.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.20</td>
<td>32.24</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>17.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.26</td>
<td>32.19</td>
<td>13.29</td>
<td>17.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.16</td>
<td>32.25</td>
<td>13.37</td>
<td>17.93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.75</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>20.63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.79</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13.13</td>
<td>20.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.81</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>13.08</td>
<td>20.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.73</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td>20.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.31</td>
<td>33.31</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>18.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.35</td>
<td>33.35</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>18.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.29</td>
<td>33.29</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>18.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.37</td>
<td>33.37</td>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>18.93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.64</td>
<td>28.86</td>
<td>13.53</td>
<td>22.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.68</td>
<td>28.90</td>
<td>13.57</td>
<td>22.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.62</td>
<td>28.84</td>
<td>13.52</td>
<td>22.41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.70</td>
<td>28.92</td>
<td>13.58</td>
<td>22.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>29.42</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>29.46</td>
<td>14.48</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>29.40</td>
<td>14.41</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>29.48</td>
<td>14.47</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (1)

SPSS. ver. 21 soft ware statistical was used to do data analyze. One way ANOVA (F-test) used to notice the significant differences between the studies groups. L.S.D used to do compare of the mean between groups (multiple comparison). P≤0.01 which considered to be significant at 1%.
Table (2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Mean ±SD</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>L.S.D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contain oxygen inhibitor layer</td>
<td>32.14±1.148</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One bottle bond (saline)</td>
<td>30.75±1.854</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhibit oxygen inhibitor layer</td>
<td>13.73±1.301a,b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface grinding</td>
<td>19.67±1.919a,b,c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a= differ significantly (P<0.01) from group contain oxygen inhibitor layer,
b= differ significantly (P<0.01) from One bottle bond (saline) group,
c= differ significantly (P<0.01) from Inhibit oxygen inhibitor layer group.

- The mean result of Inhibit oxygen inhibitor layer group (strip placement) was highly significant difference from group contain oxygen inhibitor layer and from One bottle bond (saline) group.
- The mean result of surface grinding group has a highly significant difference from mean results of the other groups.
- The mean result of oxygen inhibitor layer has non significant difference from mean results of One bottle bond (saline) group.
- The mean result of surface grinding group has non significant difference from mean results of One bottle bond (saline) group.

IV. DISCUSSION

The result that show highest mean among the study group was the group contain oxygen inhibitor layer (direct) which is 32.14 Mpa, which mean the two composite layers bonding of this group occur when polymerization of material occur by radical polymerization which is complete in the existence of an oxygen inhibited layer with un-polymerized resin, the unwanted reactions in the presence of oxygen will result in strengthen the bond between the two composite increments.

Li J. found that fresh layer of composite which is enclosed by an oxygen inhibitor layer simply able to bond, because the presence of uncured surface layer, so the covalent bond is create with the recently applied layer of composite (Li J, 1997).

The mean result of One bottle bond (saline) group was 30.75 Mpa that represent the second maximum results in the study groups because the existence of silane in 3M one bottle bond and the silane has union promoters effect because it composed of 2 reactive functional groups, that react with organic and inorganic materials.

Hisamatsu et al, in 2002 conclude that no matter what variation in the material, the mixing of a silane primer with bonding agent usually demonstrated the greatest degree of bond strength.

No significant difference detected between group contain oxygen inhibitor layer and One bottle bond (saline) group as both of them has highest bond strength result between 2 composite increments.

The lowest result of shear bond strength the 2 groups are surface grinding sample 19.67 Mpa and Inhibit oxygen inhibitor layer sample (strip group) is 13.73 Mpa, which have significant difference from highest mean result (oxygen inhibitor layer group and One bottle bond group).

Tabatabaei et al, in 2004 found that to do repair of an aged restoration of composite material the best result obtain by surface treatment with diamond bur and silane.

The effect of surface coarsen by burs result in raise the mechanical micro-retention which go with result of of surface grinding sample was 19.67 Mpa that are better than the mean result of Inhibit oxygen inhibitor layer group which was 13.73
(Mpa), which may be related to exposure of composite resin filler particles to disc (Yesilyurt C, et.al 2009) while utilizing strip result in smooth sample surface which diminish mechanical micro-retention also may be due to absence of the oxygen inhibitor layer.

V. CONCLUSION
The samples that contain oxygen-inhibited layer on their outer surface show highest bond strength to newly add composite increment, which is adverse to the result of composite increment that covered by colloid strip before cure which show least bond strength.

The bond that contain silane coupling agent will raise the bond strength between composite increment, also surface roughness of composite surface raise bond strength between composite increment better than composite smooth surface.

The best suggested technique in application of composite was layering increment technique, during work the dentist may require using celluloid strip or surface correction of composite by bur so the application of bond that contain silane necessary if we need additional composite increment.
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